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Chapter 16, “Monthly Closeout Procedure” 
 

 
MONTHLY CLOSE OUT 
Monthly Close Out in CC3 is really quite simple.  You must approach it logically or you’ll not get the 
expected results.  Depending on your individual preference, you may want to set the “Lockout Date” 
to the date you are closing for before starting the following procedures.  The advantage is no one can 
post within the date range you are closing without knowing the “Master Password”.  The disadvantage 
is that you will be prompted to enter the “Master Password” at virtually every posting instance.  In 
other words, if you are closing out for say March, and in the middle of the following procedure 
someone posts an entry to March, your balance sheet might not balance or the income statement might 
not match current period earnings on the balance sheet, etc.  The point is beware of what is going in 
your network. 
 
1. Make sure all Invoices have been posted for the month. 
2. Make sure all Job Costs have posted for the month. 
3. Make sure you have closed all RO’s that you wanted to for the month being closed. 
4. Print a Closed ROs Listing for the month Reports 56 & 57.   Use 57 for your sales tax report. 
5. Run the Work In Process (50). You should elect to print the (P)rint RO Line by Line listing and 
also the totals screen.  If satisfied, you may now Post WIP to the Journal.  Posting occurs to current 
month(clearing expenses) and next month(posting forward). 
6. Select Closed ROs Total, called report 5(9) Departmental report print and (D)istribute to the 
various Departments (sales distribution).  This will post entries to the journal distributing the sales 
revenue from the RO s to specific departments (like Paint, Body,  
Parts, Sublet, etc.). 
7. Go to Journal check to make sure it is in balance by using (H) check balance. This certifies that all 
entries in the journal balance and are in order. 
8. Run the Income Statement and Balance Sheet.  This will post current period earnings to the balance 
sheet, to the current period earnings account.  If the balance sheet does not balance, check the 
previous month’s balance sheet for a balance, and in the Journal C(H)eck the journals to make sure 
they balance. 
 
Remember that the CC3 Accounting System is Journal Driven.  This means that if you back date 
any entry that goes into the Journal, it will reflect on the Income and Balance Sheets only if you Re-
Calculate them.  If you make such a back dated entry and do not re-calculate, then your figures will be 
off by that amount on a continuous basis.  The balance sheet looks back at the preceding month and 
then runs it’s calculations from that number.  It is best not to back date entries into the closed month; 
but if you do so, then be sure to rerun your balance sheet and any balance sheets after that month.  
There is a lock-date that is set and maintained in Setup-Security to prevent back dating, and allows 
forward dating for 60 days.  You can edit the lock-date in setup-accounting. 
 
The accounting system is a perpetual system and when you really think about it, there is no “close”.  
There is never a point when you can’t get back into a month and work on it.  The only difference 
between year end and month end is an automatic entry that clears current period earnings to retained 
earnings.  In the Balance Sheet, when you choose the last month of the year, according to the 1ST 
MONTH date in SETUP/ACCOUNTING, the system will ask if you want to post the year end 
adjustment to the journal.  Should you make a mistake and need to reclose the year, delete the 
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adjusting entry from the journal and rerun the balance sheet.  When all is done, move the 1ST 
MONTH date forward a year, and  LOCK DATE  forward to 1st month of the year, both dates are 
now the same.   

 

APPENDIX A “END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT” 
SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT / end user license agreement   
 

NOTICE TO USERS:  

CAREFULLY READ THE FOLLOWING LEGAL AGREEMENT.  USE OF THE 
SOFTWARE PROVIDED WITH THIS AGREEMENT (THE “SOFTWARE”) CONSTITUTES 
YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THESE TERMS. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OF 
THIS AGREEMENT, PROMPTLY REMOVE THE SOFTWARE, TOGETHER WITH ALL 
COPIES FROM YOUR COMPUTER.  USER’S USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IS 
CONDITIONED UPON COMPLIANCE BY USER WITH THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 

 

1. LICENSE GRANT. Combined Computer Technologies (CCT) grants to you, the LICENSEE (as 
embedded in the SOFTWARE), a non-exclusive, non-transferable right to use the SOFTWARE on 
“stand alone” computers and “file servers” utilized for support of the named LICENSEE’S facility.  
Utilization of this SOFTWARE at  multiple locations require purchase of multiple SOFTWARE 
copies with appropriate embedded LICENSEE Information for that site).   This license to use the 
SOFTWARE is conditioned upon your compliance with the terms of this Agreement. You agree 
you will only copy the SOFTWARE into any machine-readable or printed form as necessary to use 
it in accordance with this license or for backup purposes in support of your use of the 
SOFTWARE. This license is effective until terminated. You may terminate it at any point by 
destroying the SOFTWARE together with all copies of the SOFTWARE.  Also, CCT has the 
option to terminate if you fail to comply with any term or condition of this Agreement. You agree 
upon such termination to destroy the SOFTWARE together with all copies of the SOFTWARE. 

2. COPYRIGHT. The SOFTWARE is protected by United States copyright law and international 
treaty provisions. You acknowledge that no title to the intellectual property in the SOFTWARE is 
transferred to you. You further acknowledge that title and full ownership rights to the 
SOFTWARE will remain the exclusive property of CCT or its suppliers, and you will not acquire 
any rights to the SOFTWARE except as expressly set forth in this license. 

3. REVERSE ENGINEERING. You agree that you will not attempt to reverse compile, modify, 
translate, or disassemble the SOFTWARE in whole or in part. 

4. LIMITED WARRANTY. CCT warrants that the SOFTWARE will perform substantially in 
accordance with the accompanying written materials for a period of thirty (30) days from the date 
of purchase. Any implied warranties relating to the SOFTWARE are limited to thirty (30) days. 

5. CUSTOMER REMEDIES. If the SOFTWARE does not conform to the limited warranty in Section 
4 above (“Limited Warranty”), CCT’s entire liability and your sole remedy shall be, at CCT’s 
option, either to (a) correct the error or (b) help you work around or avoid the error. The Limited 
Warranty is void if failure of the SOFTWARE has resulted from accident, abuse, misapplication, 
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